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Classics Community Shattered by New Discovery of Reauxm’s Origins
We all know the story of Rouxmulus and Reauxmus. The twins, sent
down the river to die by their great
uncle, were adopted by a she-gator
and grew up to found the ancient
city of Reauxm. We at The Ear have
received inside information suggesting that this version of history, which
has been widely believed for nearly
three millenia, is entirely incorrect.
We now have the real story, printed
below in its entirety directly from our
anonymous source.
Rouxmulus and Reauxmus were
the twin sons of Beignet Du Monde,
the King of New Orleans. When the
boys were a few months old, their uncle, Caesar Superdeauxme, murdered
their father and seized the crawfish
throne. The new king, seeing Rouxmulus and Reauxmus as threats
with a claim to the kingship, tasked
a servant with killing them. The
servant was unwilling to do this, and
instead placed the boys in the swamp
just outside a local village, where the
boys were adopted by a fisherman.
Not knowing how to feed the infant
twins himself, he allowed them to
suckle on the teat of his pet alligator,
Margaux.

As the boys grew, they became restless. Bored with life in the swamp,
Rouxmulus and Reauxmus craved
adventure. Eventually, the twins left
their village in search of excitement.
After a very long journey, including
a months-long boat trip to Africa, an
encounter with Mediterranean pirates,
and many stops in small, unfriendly
Gallic villages, Rouxmulus and Reauxmus arrived in the northwest region of
modern-day Georgia, USA. The twins
saw this as the perfect place to build
their new city. They began preparations:
gathering materials, making plans for

Reauxm
continued on page 4
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Walking Outlawed
at NJCL
That’s right. No more walking.
After successfully implementing the
aptly named “Bus the Convention to
General Assembly Plan” plan, ULL and
NJCL have teamed up for “Operation
N.W.A: Never Walk Again.” The mission is simple — no one will ever walk
again…at least on ULL campus. According to a joint statement, “sick tricks and/
or jams” are required. Suggested walking
alternatives include wheeled shoes,
flying, hoverboards, and UFOs.
As anticipated, there have been a large
number of walking-related infractions
since the creation of this new policy. To
date, one million billion JCLers have
been sent home at their guardians’
expense. Convention Ear staff reached out
to ACL President Jennie Luongo to ask
about convention attendance concerns.
Her response? “I am currently out of the
office from now until forever. Please do
not contact me again. Sincerely, Jennie
<3”
To sign a petition to bring back
walking, please scan a QR code in an
upcoming issue of The Convention Ear.
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CANDIDATES FOR NJCL OFFICE

Second Vice President

First Vice President

President

Alexander Beer, AZ

Nolan Heinrich, NC

National Conventions
National Conventions
attended: 3
attended: 5
Crocodiles or alligators:
Crocodiles or alligators:
Crocodiles
Crocodiles
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
song:
Cake by the Ocean
Vroom Vroom by Charlie XCX
Two things you hope to achieve during your Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: More Virtual Events and NJCL guides for term: Increase transparency throughout the delstates
egation and introduce Chapter Takeovers.

Rupert Chen, CA

Kathy He, TX

National Conventions
attended: 6
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
Anything ABBA.
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: Create collaborations between the NJCL
and other organizations in the Classics, and run
virtual events to foster a sense of community.

National Conventions
attended: 3
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
We are Never Getting Back Together by Taylor Swift
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: 1) a “How to Join” program that gives instructions on how to build a chapter 2) reaching
out to underrepresented schools

Hena Allaqaband, WI

Shawn Jiminez, ME

National Conventions
attended: 4
Crocodiles or alligators:
Crocodiles
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
The Way I Loved You - Taylor Swift
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: My first goal is for the NJCL to participate
in service throughout the year. Second, I want
JCLers to really unite and connect as a whole.

National Conventions
attended: 3
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
Paper Rings by Taylor Swift
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: Implement a state of the month contest
which will help deeper root smaller chapters
into the JCL AND create a spirit promo video!

Editor

Historian

Parliamentarian

Communications
Coordinator
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Seanna Baldwin, LA

Shriya Mahakala, GA

National Conventions
attended: 1
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
Heatwaves by Glass Animals
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: Even more National and State board communication and guides for new Secretaries and
Webmasters!

National Conventions
attended: 3
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
cruel summer by taylor swift
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: I hope to accomplish my platform Advise
Inform Mend (visit @shriya4coco to learn about)
and fix the many issues with the website.

Joe Giambrone, IL
National Conventions attended: 5
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower song:
Chick Corea - “La Fiesta” (I love JAZZ)

Two things you hope to achieve
during your term:
1. Fulfill my parliamentary duties to
the best of my abilities. 2. Enact my
4 part platform, see more about it at
tinyurl.com/JoeG4Parli :)

Karen Dong, MA

Sloane Wehman, MD

National Conventions
attended: 4
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
Sunflower by Post Malone and Swae Lee
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: I hope to provide more support for local
and state historians by holding Zoom meetings
every month or so and creating a historian’s
guide.

National Conventions
attended: 3
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
Until I Found You by Stephen Sanchez!!
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: include candids from each state in the
Scrapbook so that every state JCL feels represented, have more meetings with the national
board!

Alexandra (Allie) Leech, OH

Monet Shum, VA

National Conventions
attended: 2
Crocodiles or alligators:
Alligators
Go-to sing-in-the-shower
song:
Shake It Off by Taylor Swift
Two things you hope to achieve during your
term: Consistent communication with editors
around the country and document JCLers stories

National Conventions
attended: 2
Crocodiles or alligators:
Crocodiles
Go-to sing-in-the-shower song:
I sing the whole Les Mis soundtrack? But not in
one shower, to clarify.
Two things you hope to achieve during your term:
Creating a student-curated JCL Reading List and
creating an edition of the Torch: U.S. for younger
audiences, to start!
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True Facts Revealed: Unraveling the Eaurgins of Reauxm
Reauxm
continued from page 1

housing and crops, and recruiting locals to live there. Everything seemed to be falling into place.
There was one question that was causing the twins
to scratch their head: Which side of the river would they
build on? Both men believed their locations to be best for
their new, unnamed city. After many arguments leading
nowhere, Rouxmulus and Reauxmus made the choice to
let the gods decide. After securing auguries, the brothers
set out with the knowledge that the man who saw the
most birds in an hour would be the one who chose the
new city’s location.
After the hour was up, the twins and their advisors
gathered to reveal the outcome of the experiment. Reauxmus
proudly announced that he had seen six birds, confident that
he would be the winner. His brother smirked as he touted
the dozen birds that he had seen. That was that. The fate
of the city had been decided by the gods. Rouxmulus got to
work immediately, building homes and planting crops.
Reauxmus, however, refused to accept that his
brother had really seen 12 birds. Still believing his location
to be the best, he began building a wall and digging latrines,
hoping to construct a better city than his brother’s. Roux-

mulus got word of his brother’s treachery and decided to pay
Reauxmus a visit. Upon meeting his brother, Rouxmulus
promptly fed Reauxmus to Margaux, the alligator who had
nourished the twins as babies.
The rest, as they say, is history. The new city was
named after its founder, Rouxmulus, and still stands in
Northwest Georgia today. It seems that Italian visitors to
the area took home both the city’s name and the story of
its founding, turning their bootleg version of Reauxm into
“The Eternal City.”

Cajun Latin
Salvete V’omnes! Fun fact! Louisiana has its own dialect of French called
Cajun French! Not many people know that it also has its own version of
Latin, too! Below, find the declension chart for Cajun Latin, which only
uses the 2nd, 4th, and an exclusive 6th declension, which you’ll need to
know all about if you want to ace the Latin Grammar test.

2nd Decl.
Singular Nom. puer

Plural

4th Decl.

6th Decl.

fructouxus

thibedeaux

Gen.

pueri

fructouxüs

thibedeau

Dat.

puereaux

fructouxoui

thibedo

Acc.

pueroum

fructouxum

thibeauxdeaux

Abl.

puereaux

fructoux

thibedo

fructouxus

thibedeauxus

Nom. pueri
Gen.

puereauxrum fructouxoum

thibedeauxorum

Dat.

pueris

fructouibouxus thibedis

Acc.

puereauxs

fructouxus

Abl.

pueris

thibeauxdeauxos
fructouibouxus thibedis
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A
Cajun
Iliad

Which Bug Are You
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Sing, O gator, the
ragin’ of cajun
Achilles son of Pelican, that brought
Countless ills upon
the Acajuns. Many a
Brave soul did it send
scurryin’
Down to Da Swamp,
and many a hereaux
did it
Yield a prey to
possums

Sturgill’s Meteorites Continue to Fall
The conspiracy unravels further. As
outer space threatens to stomp out the
NJCL in a rocky inferno, whistleblower
and committee short-timer Bob McDonald shuffled forward to offer more
information on Sturgill’s plans.
“She’s forcing the JCL kids to participate in a screener to see who will make
the best fighters against the meteor,”
McDonald revealed. “I have insight that
this attempt to weed out the weak is
called ‘Ludi and Olympika.’”
A few brave students have come
forward to recount Sturgill’s attempts to
train them for the post-meteorite world.
One student came face-to-face with the
hopeful space conqueror’s true intentions during the marathon.
“I was running through the quad,
and I heard something rustling in the
bushes,” the anonymous trainee recalled. “I turned and saw Sturgill peek-

ing out at me from behind a tree. Once
she realized I’d seen her, she sprung out
and ran at me. She was painted stardust
and started throwing rocks, yelling at
me to ‘outrun the meteor and conquer
the cosmos.’ When I finally crossed the
finish line, she congratulated me and
called me a ‘snazzy survivor.’”
The horror stories don’t end there. A
Ludi Basketball player shared the thinly-veiled test of combat that awaited her
when she arrived at the Bourgeois Rec
Center for the tournament yesterday.
“All the lights were turned off, and
I heard crazed giggling coming from
further into the room,” she reported.
“It was when I heard whispering about
‘fighting for the NJCL in the dark
vacuum of space’ that I decided to dip
out of there.”
Multiple eyewitness accounts claim
that they saw Sturgill army crawling

out of the facility doors later that evening, only to vanish into the darkness.
Whether Sturgill intends to mobilize
the JCLers against the meteor from
afar, or lead them as the commander of
the International JCL remains unclear.
Regardless, those who register for Ludi
and Olympika are advised to approach
her with caution and refrain from revealing any personal information.
Keep an eye on The Ear for developments in this story.
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That’s Entertainment Acts
Henry Samra

Illinois

Carter Wiese

Texas

Stephen Zhu

Georgia

Shreya Chhaya and
Khushi Chhaya
Connor Jones

Texas
Texas

Anvesha Guru

Wisconsin

Margaret Briggs

California

Aria Kutty
Joly Lo
Karen Dong
Anand Advani

Texas
Kentucky
Massachusetts
Virginia

Congratulations to these acts who have
been selected to perform in That’s Entertainment!
These delegates must meet with Maddie Briner directly after GA III in front of the stage.
Bring your music and typed lyrics, if any, on
a USB drive. If there are any problems, contact her at te@nscl.org.

Personals

To Bering, Krista, William, Morgan, Isaac, Bo,
McAlpine, Laila, Giulia,
Martina. Maya, Meredith, Presley: vos amamus!
Thanks for being the absolute best! - Parva, Mr.
Fleming, and Ms. Long
IF ANYONE WOULD
LIKE FREE STICKERS ASK THE GUY
WITH SHAVED PURPLE HAIR AND THE
DENIM JACKET
A huge shoutout to Wali
from Ohio! Thanks for
helping out the 6th graders! Magistra Romanosky
Shout out to Will, MDJCL’s new Selfie King!

Guess the Gumballs
Put on your “finitegeometry in three-dimensional Space Cap”
because we at The Ear
will be partnering with
The Ragin’ Cajuns’
Ragin’ Store’s gumball rage machine in
a contest to guess the
number of gumballs in
said machine.
Because it’s out of
order, they figured
they would try to get
something useful out
of it. We interviewed
NJCL Attendee Kenneth Van Eimeren about this exciting
contest, and they exclaimed, “I love to count!”
Don’t hesitate to send in your calculations to The
Ear. The first person with a correct answer will win a
fabulous prize!

Salvete, Greenhill Middle
School! Your Magistrae
are so proud of you, and
we hope you are having
a great first convention!
Keep up the good work!
Hi NJCL attendees! I
am Holden Riefenstahl
from the New Jersey delegation. I am running my
Eagle Scout Project right
now, so if you are interested in supporting my
diabetic supply drive, you
can visit Holdenshope.org
for more information!
Sophie and Josh from
the VA Novice Team, you
two are so awesome! I’m
so proud of you! Crete!

Mercurii, mi fili, curre celeriter! - Jupiter
Nandu Polavarapu,
president of GJCL, must
think he’s a king. Recently he was overheard
calling his delegates “subjects.” What a snob!
During dinner yesterday, Shriya Mahakala,
the NJCL Coco Candidate, was seen being
pulled into the Dining
Hall by her GJCL posse
to the tune of “…Ready
for it” by Taylor Swift.
To the Georgia delegation, you are amazing,
creative, enthusiastic,
smart, ambitious,

nurturing, inclusive, inspiring and everything I
could wish for in my first
year in person as GJCL
State Chair! <3
Let’s go, Indiana!
Bering… you look so
tall in person.
He wants to
go into hiding.

DO NOT SCAN!!!
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Tentative Certamen Round 1 + 2 Scores
Novice

Round 1 Round 2 Round 1 + 2

Florida Purple*
Texas Purple*

175
295

265
130

440
425

Massachusetts
Wisconsin
Illinois Purple
Virginia
New Hampshire
Texas Gold
Ohio
Illinois Gold
Georgia
Florida Gold

255
215
115
75
120
145
55
75
50
15

95
105
155
150
100
45
110
55
65
70

350
320
270
225
220
190
165
130
115
85

California
Arizona
Louisiana

35
10
0

45
70
20

80
80
20

Advanced
District of Columbia
Florida
Massachusetts
Wisconsin
Virginia
Texas
Illinois
Georgia
Tennessee
Pennsylvania
New Hampshire
California
Ohio
Hawaii
Arizona
North Carolina
Indiana
Louisiana

JCwordL

Round 1
190
215
110
175
125
105
35
195
140
90
75
65
50
55
45
10
0
0

Round 2
210
115
180
100
150
160
230
60
110
65
75
80
35
0
10
10
20
10

Round 1 + 2
400
330
290
275
275
265
265
255
250
155
150
145
85
55
55
20
20
10

RAFFLE QR
CODE

Intermediate
Georgia
Wisconsin
Massachusetts
Florida
Texas
Virginia
New Hampshire
California
North Carolina
Illinois
Tennessee
WC Alpha
WC Beta
Indiana
Ohio

Round 1
155
150
115
130
115
170
75
80
90
90
50
30
0
10
0

Round 2
240
190
205
160
150
30
110
90
50
65
80
30
30
10
0

Round 1 + 2
395
340
320
290
265
200
185
170
140
155
130
60
30
20
0

JCL Rebrand Rollout Continues

The NJCL announced the third phase of its 2022 rebrand Wednesday. In addition to a revised creed and song, the organization revealed
an expansion of official colors: Purple, Gold and Stardust.
The move reflects a joint effort by Publicity Chair Catherine
Sturgill and her devious henchman Caradine Walker to attain
intergalactic dominance.
“The stardust represents the crushed meteorites we successfully deflected from hitting Blackham Coliseum,” David Jackson
explained. “Unfortunately.”
A soft launch of the new color scheme during Advanced
Certamen Tuesday confused and frustrated many determined Certamenators. Billy Buzzer of South Tennenanana repeatedly challenged the validity of the answer, only to be overruled by
a
lost referee from Ludi Basketball.

